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Abstract9

Subsurface-intensified anticyclones are ubiquitous in the ocean, yet their impact on the large-scale10

transport of heat, salt and chemical tracers is poorly understood. These submesoscale coherent vortices11

(SCVs) can trap and advect waters thousands of kilometers away from the formation region, providing12

a transport pathway that is unresolved by low-resolution Earth System Models. However, knowledge13

of the importance of these eddies for the large scale circulation is hindered by the lack of systematic14

observations. Here, we take advantage of the global network of Argo floats to identify occurrences of15

these eddies, which appear as weakly stratified anomalous water masses with Gaussian-shaped vertical16

structures. We develop a general algorithm to detect subsurface eddies that have propagated away from17

their source region, and apply it to the database of Argo float profiles, resulting in roughly 4000 detec-18

tions from more than 20 years of observations. We further group detections into regional populations19

to identify hot-spots of generation and mechanisms of formation. Analysis of regional SCV statistics20

reveals important sites of SCV generation in Eastern Boundary Upwelling Systems, marginal sea over-21

flows, and mode water formation regions along major open-ocean fronts. Because of the heat and salt22

anomaly contained within their cores, SCV could leave a significant imprint on the hydrographic prop-23

erties of water masses in regions of high SCV density.24

1 Introduction25

Anticyclonic oceanic eddies with subsurface velocity maxima populate many areas of the world26

ocean and exert a regional influence on heat, salt, and nutrient transport [Richardson et al., 2000; Nauw27

et al., 2006; Pegliasco et al., 2015; Frenger et al., 2018]. They have been detected within the near-28

surface, intermediate, and near-bottom layers of the ocean, and are characterized by horizontal scales29

that range from the submesoscale (<10 km) to the internal Rossby radius of deformation (10 – 10030

km) [McWilliams, 1985; D’Asaro, 1988; Nauw et al., 2006; Molemaker et al., 2015]. A defining char-31

acteristic of these eddies is the doming and bowling of isopycnal surfaces around a weakly stratified,32

gradient-wind balanced water mass [McWilliams, 1985; Gordon et al., 2002; Nauw et al., 2006] that33

also exhibits anomalously low potential vorticity (PV) [Meunier et al., 2018]. Intrathermocline eddies34

(ITEs) are variants that displace the main thermocline and are thought to be generated by a variety of35

mechanisms that include: 1) subduction of mode waters at frontal boundaries [Spall, 1995; Hogan and36

Hurlburt, 2011]; 2) isolation of pre-existing mesoscale anticyclones from the surface by advection or37

restratification [Hogan and Hurlburt, 2011]; 3) a reduction of PV along fronts by counter-directional38

winds on the frontal jet [Thomas et al., 2009]; 4) intense local upwelling driven by eddy-wind inter-39

actions that induces isopycnal doming [McGillicuddy, 2014]. Sub-thermocline variants common to40

eastern boundary upwelling systems (EBUS) are frequently termed submesoscale coherent vortices41

(SCVs, [McWilliams, 1985]). They have been shown to be primarily generated via subsurface currents42

that undergo flow separation near capes or promontories, followed by submesoscale instabilities and43

roll-up into coherent vortices [D’Asaro, 1988; Molemaker et al., 2015; Thomsen et al., 2016]. Here we44

use the term SCV to describe both types of eddies, due to their similar dynamical structures and role in45

subsurface ocean circulation.46

Interest in SCVs is motivated by their occasional propagation within or below the pycnocline,47

where relatively weak turbulent mixing allows for a slower decay compared to mesoscale eddies [McWilliams,48

1985; Collins et al., 2013]. Observations also suggest a preference for anticyclonic rotation and isola-49

tion of core water mass over many cycles due to the rapid rotation [McWilliams, 1985; Schütte et al.,50

2016]. These characteristics allows for individual SCVs to exist for several years, while efficiently51

transporting nutrients and other material properties thousands of kilometers away from their formation52

regions [Richardson et al., 2000; Frenger et al., 2018]. For example, Lukas and Santiago-Mandujano53
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[2001] detected an SCV with a radius of at least 15 km to the North of the Hawaiian Islands that was54

virtually depleted in dissolved oxygen throughout its core. The highly atypical hydrographic proper-55

ties within the eddy relative to the surrounding water suggested formation off the southern tip of Baja56

California several years prior to detection.57

The long lifetimes and unique dynamics of SCVs suggest that they are important in shaping the58

distribution and variability of heat, salt, and biogeochemical tracers over large swaths of the ocean.59

Notably, compared to surface intensified eddies, SCVs differ strongly in both their efficiency in carry-60

ing water mass anomalies, and the resulting biogeochemical responses within the encapsulated waters61

[Schütte et al., 2016]. A study by Frenger et al. [2018] used a global eddying ocean biogeochemical62

model to suggest that SCVs shed from Pacific EBUS accounted for roughly 10% of the offshore trans-63

port of nutrients from those systems along the isopycnals where eddies are found, while Pelland et al.64

[2013] estimated that up to 44% of the heat and salt loss from the California undercurrent is a result65

of SCV generation along its pathway. Perhaps most striking are the Mediterranean outflow eddies or66

‘Meddies’ that appear in the North Atlantic Ocean as blobs of dense, salty, weakly stratified Mediter-67

ranean Sea water [McWilliams, 1985; Bower et al., 1997; Richardson et al., 2000; Barbosa Aguiar68

et al., 2013; Bashmachnikov et al., 2015]. Settling to around 1000 m before adjusting and acquiring69

their characteristic anticyclonic rotation, they could account for roughly 40% of the Mediterranean out-70

flow, and contribute to the westward salinity flux within the Mediterranean salt tongue [McWilliams,71

1985; Richardson et al., 2000]. Additionally, the isolation of SCV core properties may also establish72

a distinct biogeochemical environment and subsequent biological community compared with the sur-73

rounding waters [Löscher et al., 2015; Frenger et al., 2018]. Low-oxygen SCVs, such as those shed74

from EBUS, have been shown to be hot-spots of fixed nitrogen losses and production of nitrous oxide,75

a powerful greenhouse gas [Altabet et al., 2012; Arévalo-Martínez et al., 2015; Löscher et al., 2015;76

Grundle et al., 2017].77

After propagation from source regions, the core properties of SCVs often strongly contrast with78

surrounding waters, allowing easy detection as vertically confined, weakly stratified, Gaussian-shaped79

water mass anomalies [Simpson et al., 1984; McWilliams, 1985; Zhang et al., 2015]. Examples from80

the observational record include California Undercurrent ‘Cuddies’ [Garfield et al., 1999; Chaigneau81

et al., 2011; Pelland et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2013], Peru-Chile 13°C Water Eddies [Johnson and82

McTaggart, 2010; Chaigneau et al., 2011; Hormazabal et al., 2013], Labrador Sea outflow eddies83

[Bower et al., 2013], Beaufort Sea eddies [D’Asaro, 1988; Zhao et al., 2018], Persian Gulf eddies84

[L’Hégaret et al., 2016], Red Sea outflow eddies ([Shapiro and Meschanov, 1991], and the ITE’s of the85

Northwest Pacific [Gordon et al., 2002; Hogan and Hurlburt, 2011; Zhang et al., 2015] and Southern86

Indian [Nauw et al., 2006; Dilmahamod et al., 2018] Oceans. Yet, despite the multitude of studies doc-87

umenting individual SCV populations, their global occurrence, properties, and generation frequency88

remain poorly constrained.89

While the advent of satellite altimetric observations facilitated the study of surface-intensified90

eddies [Chelton et al., 1998; Chaigneau et al., 2011; Gaube et al., 2018], the weak or undetectable91

sea-surface signature of SCVs restricts their observational record to mostly chance encounters with92

shipboard instrumentation or autonomous sampling platforms. Over the past two decades, the global93

array of roughly 4000 operational Argo floats has produced nearly 2 million hydrographic profiles of94

the upper 2000 meters of the ocean, offering a unique opportunity to study SCVs. This vast number95

of profiles provides robust estimates of regional climatological water column properties, which can be96

exploited to detect SCVs based on their anomalous hydrographic signatures [Johnson and McTaggart,97

2010; Pegliasco et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017].98
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In this paper, we develop a general algorithm to identify Argo float profiles that crossed the in-99

terior of SCVs, expanding similar methods used by Johnson and McTaggart [2010] and Zhang et al.100

[2015] to study regional SCV populations. Based on theory and observations, we identify SCVs within101

Argo profiles using three primary criteria. First, a SCV must contain a vertically confined, Gaussian-102

shaped water mass anomaly, indicative of remote subsurface advection. Second, the water mass anomaly103

must be weakly stratified, corresponding to doming/bowling of isopycnals above and below the water104

mass, respectively. Finally, horizontal velocities estimated from hydrographic properties must suggest105

a local maxima within the range of the SCV. We establish specific detection criteria corresponding to106

these conditions, based on: (1) spiciness, a measure of density-compensated thermohaline variabil-107

ity, (2) buoyancy frequency, a measure of the vertical stratification, and (3) dynamic height anomaly, a108

measure of the horizontal pressure gradient force.109

By applying the algorithm to the global Argo array, we detect roughly 4000 "spicy-core" SCVs110

(anomalously warm and salty) and "minty-core" SCVs (anomalously cold and fresh). We analyze the111

properties of these detections to shed light on the regional variability and generation mechanisms of112

SCVs, and their impacts on heat and salt distribution. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:113

section 2 discusses the Argo data set and the algorithm used to detect SCVs; section 3 describes the114

global and regional results after application of the detection method; section 4 discusses possible gener-115

ation mechanisms associated with large coherent populations of SCV detections; and section 5 provides116

estimates of their numbers and expected contribution to heat and salt budgets globally.117

2 Methods118

2.1 Data and Quality Control119

We downloaded Argo float profiles from August 1997 to January 2020 from the U.S. Argo120

global data center (GDAC). Vertical levels without ‘good’ or ‘probably good’ quality control flags were121

rejected, and delayed-mode or adjusted values were used whenever available. Questionable float pro-122

files based on a list provided by the GDAC (‘grey-listed’ floats) were removed. We further applied the123

following quality control criteria to remove casts with poor vertical resolution. We rejected casts that124

did not contain data from 0 to 100 dbar, or data greater than 700 dbar; profiles with vertical spacing125

greater than 65 dbar between 100 – 700 dbar were also excluded. Of the profiles that passed these cri-126

teria, any data between 0 – 1000 dbar were accepted until the difference between pressure levels was127

greater than 65 dbar. For the casts deeper than 1000 dbar, a 105 dbar resolution threshold was applied128

past that point. Finally, profiles were removed if they contained less than 40 vertical levels, or if they129

contained potential density inversions below the mixed layer (defined by the depth where potential den-130

sity exceeds the surface value by 0.03 kg m−3 [de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004]).131

Of the initial 1,992,246 float profiles, 336,861 (17%) were rejected based on these criteria (Fig-132

ure C.1). Quality controlled temperature and salinity profiles were then linearly interpolated to a 10133

dbar pressure grid from 0 to 2000 dbar, before deriving spiciness, absolute salinity, conservative tem-134

perature, and potential density. Derived buoyancy frequency (#2) profiles on the 10 dbar grid were135

found to contain significant small-scale noise. To minimize this noise, we derived buoyancy frequency136

profiles from temperature and salinity profiles that were interpolated to a finer 2 dbar grid and smoothed137

with a Gaussian filter with a bandwidth of 10 dbar, before interpolating them back to the 10 dbar grid.138
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2.2 Anomalous Water Mass Detection139

To identify water mass anomalies associated with remotely-generated SCVs, we compared each140

profile with the nearest monthly climatological profile from the Roemmich-Gilson Argo Climatology141

[Roemmich and Gilson, 2009]. In order to better preserve water mass properties, we derived and in-142

terpolated climatological profiles of spiciness and buoyancy frequency to each cast potential density,143

before subtracting them to obtain anomaly profiles along isopycnals. We chose to subtract proper-144

ties along density rather than pressure because of to the preferential movement of water masses along145

isopycnal surfaces [Talley et al., 2011]. When climatological temperature or salinity profiles were not146

available at the cast location (such as near the coast), we computed an average climatological profile147

using data from neighboring cells. Float profiles that could not be paired with climatological profiles148

were excluded (Figure C.1).149

To quantify the water mass variability at each profile location, we gathered spiciness and buoy-150

ancy frequency anomalies from all profiles conducted within 220 km of the cast coordinates that were151

also conducted within +- 45 days of the cast date, regardless of year (Figure 1A). We then calculated152

the interquartile range (IQR), or the difference between the 75th and 25th percentile, to quantify the153

statistical spread of anomalies at each density level. These spatial and temporal thresholds are similar154

to those applied in Pegliasco et al. [2015], and were chosen to prevent false detections in regions with155

large horizontal temperature and salinity gradients and/or significant seasonal variability. Profiles with-156

out at least 60 comparable casts fitting the above criteria were excluded. After organizing all values157

into percentiles, we defined upper and lower outlier thresholds at each density level as the 75% value158

plus 1.5 times the IQR, and the 25% value minus 1.5 times the IQR, respectively [Tukey, 1977]. We159

analyzed IQR statistical thresholds rather than mean and standard deviations because the IQR is less160

sensitive to large outliers.161

The upper and lower IQR thresholds in spiciness anomaly were applied to identify isopycnal169

surfaces with anomalously high or low spiciness, which we labeled as spicy (anomalously warm and170

salty) or minty (anomalously cold and fresh) water mass intrusions, respectively (shaded regions in171

Figure 1B). Likewise, lower IQR thresholds in buoyancy frequency anomaly (Figure 1C) were used172

to identify anomalously weak stratification within the core of each intrusion (section 2.4). While the173

25% and 75% IQR threshold limits are commonly applied in statistical outlier detection [Tukey, 1977],174

they are rather restrictive. Thus, weakly stratified water mass intrusions detected using these thresh-175

olds likely represent an underestimate of their true number in the ocean. However, adopting these strict176

criteria provides the benefit of reducing false positives, thus generating robust detections that can be177

confidently attributed to SCV identification.178

To avoid detecting surface features such as mesoscale eddies, we limit our detection routine to179

subsurface isopycnals only. Since SCVs have been previously identified within or below the upper py-180

cnocline (here defined as the vertical level of greatest stratification), we restricted our search to isopy-181

cnals below this depth. To estimate this level at each cast location, we used the depth of maximum cli-182

matological #2 (Figure C.2), a criterion that robustly isolated isopycnals near the surface with very183

large IQR. Any cast which featured at least two consecutive isopycnal surfaces below this depth, spaced184

apart by 10 dbar, which exceeded either of the spiciness thresholds discussed above was kept for further185

analysis.186

2.3 Gaussian Model Fit187

In order to detect the presence of anomalously weak stratification associated with spicy or minty188

water mass intrusions, we required an estimate of the vertical thickness of each intrusion. Since ob-189
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Figure 1. Example of Argo cast exceeding spiciness and buoyancy frequency anomaly thresholds for SCV
detection. (A) Locations of Argo float 4900860, cycle 347 (thick red point), and all floats within a 220 km
radius circle that were conducted within ± 45 days of the cast date, regardless of year (blue points); all other
Argo casts are shown as faint grey dots. (B) Spiciness anomaly versus potential density for both the cast (red
curve) and the nearby comparable Argo casts (blue curves). Shaded gray regions represent calculated IQR
thresholds along each isopycnal. (C) Same as (B), but for squared buoyancy frequency anomaly. Note the
thresholds being exceeded in both plots at a density of roughly 26.4 kg m−3.
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servations of SCVs suggest that their vertical structure is well represented by a Gaussian monopole190

[McWilliams, 1985; Pelland et al., 2013], to estimate the vertical thickness or extent � we fit a one-191

term Gaussian model to spiciness anomaly profiles (calculated along isopycnals) in pressure space of192

the form:193

�4−(
I−I>
ℎ )2 , (1)194

where � is the maximum absolute spiciness anomaly exceeding the IQR threshold, I is the pressure195

profile, Io is the pressure of �, and ℎ is the scale height. By fitting the model, we set � to be the dis-196

tance encompassed by Io ± 2 standard deviations (f) of the Gaussian model:197

� = 4f = 2
√

2ℎ . (2)198

To find the best fit of the Gaussian model to the spiciness anomaly profile, we allowed � to vary199

by ±20%, � to vary between 100 – 1200 dbar, and Io to vary by ±20% of �. We then calculated the200

sum of squared residuals for all combinations by reducing the vertical spiciness anomaly profile to201

within each estimated �. After careful inspection of fit solutions, we only considered combinations202

where: 1) the squared two-dimensional correlation coefficient ('2) between the reduced profile and203

model was greater than 0.5; 2) the root-mean-squared error normalized to the min/max of the reduced204

spiciness profiles (NRMSE hereafter) was less than 0.5; 3) profile data exists within the extent of the205

predicted �; and 4) � was greater than 0.1 kg m−3. We chose the best combination in a least-square206

sense to estimate �, while simultaneously rejecting profiles which could not fit the above parameters207

or thresholds (purple dashed curve in Figure 2B). In practice, this eliminated intrusions that were (1)208

not well represented by a vertical Gaussian structure, (2) too thin (< 100 dbar), or (3) too thick (>1200209

dbar) and thus not likely to be a result of an SCV.210

2.4 Weakly Stratified Core Detection221

After successfully fitting Gaussian curves to spicy and minty intrusions, we sought anomalously222

weak stratification within the vertical extent of each water mass, indicative of bowling/doming of isopy-223

cnals around the intrusion. However, inspection of profiles which succeeded in fitting the model occa-224

sionally revealed noisy signatures in buoyancy frequency anomaly along isopycnals. Since the weak225

stratification characteristic of SCVs should be most evident within waters just above and below the core226

of the feature, we defined an additional core vertical thickness or extent (�core) using the f value from227

the Gaussian fitting routine:228

�core = 2f =
√

2ℎ . (3)229

Using the above estimate, we set two strict criteria to check for weak stratification. First, the buoyancy230

frequency anomaly profile must be less than the lower #2 IQR threshold at a depth within the core lim-231

its, to represent the abnormally low stratification associated with SCVs. Second, the vertical mean of232

#2 anomaly within this range must also be less than zero to avoid false detections due to occasionally233

noisy signals (e.g. Figure 2D). Profiles that did not fit the above stratification criteria were rejected.234

2.5 Subsurface Velocity Maxima Detection235

Satisfying the interior horizontal velocity maxima criteria is difficult without in-situ subsurface236

current data. However, the dynamic height differences between two nearby casts can be used as an esti-237

mate for the geostrophic velocity streamfunction, assuming flow at depth is relatively weak compared to238

surface velocities; note that this is a poor assumption within the vicinity of boundary currents and the239

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) [Ollitrault and Colin de Verdière, 2014]. We take advantage of240

the fact that the majority (86%) of quality controlled floats began their casts at depths greater than 1000241
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Figure 2. (A) Spiciness versus pressure from Argo cast 69027, cycle 151 (black curve), and its local Argo
climatology (grey curve). (B) Spiciness anomaly (derived along isopycnals) versus pressure (black curve)
and the Gaussian model result (purple dashed curve). Dashed red lines represent estimates of the vertical
thickness of the SCV, whereas dashed blue lines represent estimates of the SCV core thickness. The dashed
purple line represents the estimate of the SCV core isopycnal/pressure. Shaded gray regions represent IQR
thresholds used for the detection. (C,D) Same as (A,B), but for squared buoyancy frequency and squared
buoyancy frequency anomaly. (E) The first five baroclinic horizontal velocity modes (dimensionless) vs. pres-
sure, calculated from the climatological buoyancy frequency profile. (F) Original dynamic height anomaly
(solid black curve), the first baroclinic horizontal velocity mode fit (dashed red curve), and the final adjusted
dynamic height anomaly profile (dashed black curve).
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dbar, where horizontal velocities are usually small [Talley et al., 2011]. To test for a local extremum in242

the horizontal velocity, we calculated the dynamic height profile vs. pressure for both the detected SCV243

profile and the local Argo climatological profile. We started this calculation from the greatest cast pres-244

sure ?ref, with the dynamic height anomaly �� ′o (I) defined as the difference along isobars between the245

two profiles:246

�� ′o (I) =
(
− 1
6

∫ ?z

?ref

1
dcast

3?

)
−

(
− 1
6

∫ ?z

?ref

1
dclim

3?

)
. (4)247

We translated our velocity maximum criterion into finding a peak in �� ′o (I) (i.e. geostrophic248

streamfunction) within the vertical extent estimate provided by the Gaussian model. Initial results in-249

dicated that slight misplacements of the pycnocline in pressure space between the SCV and the cli-250

matological profile can lead to large dynamic height anomalies along isobars, which dominated any251

SCV dynamic signature within the profile. This finding is not surprising given that, away from oceanic252

margins, the vertical structure of the ocean is almost entirely described by the barotropic and first baro-253

clinic modes [Wunsch, 1997; Szuts et al., 2012]. Thus, heaving caused by internal wave motions is an254

additional source of error in the dynamic height anomaly calculation.255

To isolate and remove the impact of first baroclinic mode structures, we decomposed the clima-256

tological profile into vertical modes following Gill [1982] and Chelton et al. [1998]. Briefly, we solved257

for the linear dynamical modes brought about by the standard eigenvalue problem of internal wave258

theory, using a Matlab routine written by Klink [1999]. We extracted the first baroclinic horizontal ve-259

locity mode (kBC1) produced by the routine (e.g. Figure 2E) and estimated the corresponding modal260

amplitude (UBC1) by restricting the modal structure to be zero at ?ref, before applying a non-linear261

least-squares optimization to solve for the best fit to the dynamic height anomaly profile. To avoid over-262

fitting the ��1 projection to �� ′o (I) profile sections with large SCV dynamic signatures, we ignored263

data between the vertical extent of the SCV in pressure space, as well as data within the mixed layer.264

Thus, the dynamic height anomaly attributed to first baroclinic mode structures and the adjusted dy-265

namic height anomaly used for detection purposes are respectively defined as:266

�� ′BC1 (I) = UBC1kBC1 (I), (5a)267

�� ′adj (I) = ��
′
o (I) − �� ′BC1 (I). (5b)268

In practice, the above method performed well in removing large runaway dynamic height anoma-269

lies when they appeared in the record by filtering out the impact of first baroclinic mode structures (e.g.270

Figure 2F). However, baroclinic modes are likely an imperfect distinction between SCV structures and271

other mesoscale flows. Thus, removing the first mode component may delete part of the SCV struc-272

ture. Our restriction to subsurface-intensified eddies suggests this is only a minor component of the273

circulation, and we note that the majority of profiles were largely unaffected by this approach (Figure274

C.3). A more in-depth analysis of our strategy with dedicated SCVs observations would help refine this275

method further. We used the adjusted dynamic height anomaly (�� ′adj (I)) to test for the presence of276

a local peak in dynamic height anomaly within the vertical extent of each intrusion, rejecting any pro-277

files which did not exhibit this feature, while defining those that passed all the above criteria as spicy or278

minty-core SCVs.279

2.6 SCV Characterization280

Previous studies suggest that the SCV radius is comparable to their internal Rossby deformation281

radius [McWilliams, 1985; Pelland et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015]. Following the methods of Dewar282

and Meng [1995] and Zhang et al. [2015], we used estimates of SCV scale height (ℎ, converted from283

dbar to m), core-isopycnal background buoyancy frequency (#clim), and the local Coriolis parameter284
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( 5 ) for each detected SCV to infer the first baroclinic deformation radius and thus an idealized horizon-285

tal scale !, defined as:286

! =
#climℎ

5
. (6)287

While for some cases the above calculation represents the upper-limit of SCV length scales [McWilliams,288

1985; Pelland et al., 2013], results from Zhang et al. [2015] and Li et al. [2017] suggest this is a realis-289

tic estimate.290

We note that the above estimates of ℎ and ! do not strongly depend on the assumption that each291

Argo float profile perfectly pierced the SCV through its center, which is likely false for most cases.292

Insofar as the three-dimensional SCV shape can be described by separate functions in the vertical and293

horizontal directions [McWilliams, 1985], the vertical SCV scale ℎ will not depend on the distance294

of the profile from the eddy center. Likewise, our estimate of the horizontal extent ! of an eddy only295

invokes the background stratification #clim as an additional quantity. However, we also note that our296

method does not include consideration of the threshold of detectability for SCVs based on individual297

profiles, which would be influenced by the strength of the SCV, and the position of each profile relative298

to the SCV core.299

2.7 SCV Time-series300

After detecting SCVs using the above methods, inspection of initial results revealed several in-301

stances of individual Argo floats detecting SCVs over consecutive 10-day cycles, suggesting that repeat302

sampling of the same eddy may be common with Argo. This is not surprising given the Lagrangian303

nature of Argo floats when stationed at their parking depths, which is often at 1000 m and potentially304

within the dynamical influence of SCVs. To reduce over-counting when compiling regional statistics,305

we sorted SCVs according to their float identification and cycle numbers, and grouped detections until306

they were more than 2 cycles (∼ 30 days) apart of each other. Doing so provided us with time-series of307

profiles through the same SCV (e.g. Figure 3B – D). When gathering SCV statistics such as core isopy-308

cnal and vertical thickness, we used the average from all profiles within an individual time-series to309

represent the SCV in histograms and property maps (see sections 3.1 – 3.4). Additionally, the locations310

and dates of consecutive profiles allow for an estimate of SCV drift direction and speed, which can be311

used to draw inferences regarding the influence of regional SCV populations.312

3 Results318

After application of the SCV detection algorithm to the global Argo array, we identify 2501 casts319

piercing spicy-core SCVs, and 1583 casts piercing minty-core SCVs over more than 20 years of avail-320

able data (Figure 4A). By grouping detections from consecutive Argo casts (see section 2.7), we are321

able to record 383 spicy-core SCV time-series and 169 minty-core SCV time-series, reducing the num-322

ber of unique SCVs to 1716 spicy-core and 1258 minty-core detections. Visual inspection of their ini-323

tial locations (Figure 4B–E) reveals populations in every ocean basin; additionally, the correspondence324

between detected SCVs and previously identified Argo SCV populations such as those from Johnson325

and McTaggart [2010], Pegliasco et al. [2015], and Zhang et al. [2017] supports the detection criteria326

described in section 2.2.327

Spicy-core SCV detections generally outnumber minty-core detections throughout the subtropics334

and mid-latitudes, and vice-versa for high-latitude regions, as observed in the North Pacific and South-335

ern Ocean. Maps of average core properties and vertical thickness estimates are shown in Figures 5336

and 6 for spicy-core and minty-core SCVs, respectively. Several regions show SCVs with similar hy-337

drographic characteristics, such as widespread spicy-core populations in the Eastern Tropical Pacific,338
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Figure 3. (A) Locations of an example SCV time-series from Argo float 6900181, cycles 4-5, 8-12, 15, 18,
20, 22-28, 30-31 off of the northwest African coastline, with the first and final detection shown as red and blue
circles. Panels B, C, and D show each casts’ temperature, salinity, and dynamic height anomaly profile vs.
pressure, respectively. Red and blue curves represent the initial and final casts, and thick gray curves in (B)
and (C) show the averaged climatological profile from all casts.
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Figure 4. (A) Locations of all spicy-core (red) and minty-core (blue) SCVs detected from Argo floats over
the period of August 1997 to January 2020. Polygons used to group SCV statistics for regional analyses (Fig-
ures 7 – 9) are shown in black. (B,C) Initial locations of spicy-core and minty-core SCV time-series, shown
as red and blue dots respectively, from repeatedly sampled SCVs measured from consecutive Argo float casts.
Time-series trajectories are shown as thin black lines. (D,E) Average drift speed and direction (shown as
vector arrows) calculated from each spicy-core and minty-core SCV time-series, respectively.
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Figure 5. Spicy-core SCV detection locations, coloured by (A) core absolute spiciness, (B) core isopycnal,
(C) core temperature, (D) core pressure, (E) core salinity, and (F) SCV vertical thickness.

348

349

suggesting common formation mechanisms in those regions. In an effort to describe regional SCV vari-339

ability and identify coherent populations, we divide each ocean into north and south basins, before fur-340

ther separating the eastern and western parts (i.e. Northeast Pacific, see black polygons in Figure 4A).341

We also separate the Southern Ocean due to a high number of coherent minty-core SCV detections, by342

defining a region poleward of 40°S. We then construct histograms of SCV core statistics to facilitate343

property comparisons across and within basins. The following sections discuss SCV detections and344

their statistics organized by ocean basin, highlighting notable hot-spots and coherent SCV populations345

wherever they appear. A more fine-grained characterization of our detections is further presented for346

reference in Appendix D.347

3.1 Pacific SCVs351

In the Northwest Pacific, we find 249 spicy-core SCVs spatially concentrated along the west-352

ern boundary, ranging from the Philippine Islands to the east of Japan, up to the latitude of the Kuril353

Islands chain, with sparser detections throughout the western end of the low-latitude subtropical gyre.354
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but for minty-core SCV detections.350
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Figure 7. Histograms of SCV core temperature, core salinity, core pressure, core isopycnal, and vertical
thickness from the northwest, northeast, southwest, and southeast Pacific regions (respectively). Regions are
outlined in Figure 4. Red bars show spicy-core SCV distributions, and blue bars minty-core SCVs.

360

361

362

Distributions of core hydrographic properties (Figure 7) and their respective scatter maps (Figure 5)355

suggest that at least two overlapping populations exist. Most are found along the western boundary be-356

tween 26.5 – 27.2 kg m−3, with core temperatures and salinities between 5 – 10°C and 34.2 – 35 PSU357

respectively; a smaller number of SCVs, mostly within the subtropical gyre, contain cores at 25.8 –358

26.2 kg m−3, with core temperatures of 10 – 16°C.359

Within the same region, we also identify 274 minty-core SCVs concentrated in the Kuroshio ex-363

tension at slightly higher latitudes and over a larger geographical area than the co-located spicy-core364

SCVs (Figure 6). In general, the cores of these minty SCVs are found on the same isopycnal range as365

the larger population of spicy-core SCVs, but with slightly decreased temperature and salinity values.366

Additionally, the minty-core SCVs show a trend of decreasing temperature and spiciness with latitude367

(Figure 6A and C). Core pressure and vertical thickness distributions are very similar across spicy and368

minty-core SCVs, suggesting that the majority propagate at 300 – 800 dbar, with thicknesses of 500 m369

or less. A relatively large number of SCV time-series are observed to the east of Japan, with no obvious370

preference for drift direction, identifying this region as a potential source of long-lived SCVs through-371

out the Northwest Pacific (Figure 4B – E).372
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In contrast to the northwest populations, the Northeast Pacific is largely characterized by pre-373

dominately spicy-core SCVs (160 detections versus 10 minty-core) that appear to be one coherent pop-374

ulation based on both property distributions and scatter maps (Figures 7 and 5). Histograms show rel-375

atively small spread and indicate that their typical core temperature and salinity range from 6 – 12°C376

and 34.1 – 34.6 PSU, respectively. Most are found propagating at core pressures and isopycnals of 250377

– 700 dbar and 26.2 – 26.8 kg m−3 respectively, with typical vertical thickness of 250 – 500 m. Spa-378

tially, they are distributed along the eastern boundary from the Baja California Peninsula to Vancouver379

Island, extending out to the Hawaiian Islands. This pattern can be explained by drift observations from380

the numerous SCV time-series within the region, as evidenced by panels B and D in Figure 4, which381

collectively indicate southwestward propagation from the eastern boundary into the subtropical gyre.382

Similar to the minty-core population in the Northwest Pacific, SCV property maps in Figure 5 indicate383

that SCV cores become slightly less warm and salty and propagate along denser isopycnals as they are384

detected more poleward.385

SCV spatial distributions within the South Pacific largely mirror those from the North Pacific;386

both spicy-core and minty-core SCVs are detected in the western end of the basin, whereas spicy-core387

SCVs dominate detections in the east. Minty-core SCVs in the Southwest Pacific (61 detections) are388

mostly observed between Australia and New Zealand and show uni-modal distributions across many389

properties. Typical SCVs exhibit core temperatures of 5 – 10°C, salinity values of 34.1 – 34.7 PSU,390

and propagate along core isopycnals between 26.9 – 27.1 kg m−3 at depths of 500 – 700 dbar (Fig-391

ure 7). However, despite consistent properties across detections in this region, there is a notable lack392

of SCV time-series, suggesting that these may be relatively short-lived features. Spicy-core SCVs393

(146 detections) are also prevalent east of Australia, notably with more time-series observations, but394

at slightly lower latitudes and with additional scattered observations spread throughout the western end395

of the subtropical gyre. Compared to the minty-core detections, spicy-core SCVs show a much wider396

range of SCV core values with several peaks; however, mapped properties in Figure 5 show ∼3 distinct397

populations occupying waters to the west, north, and southeast of New Zealand.398

The Southeast Pacific shares remarkably similar population characteristics with the Northeast399

Pacific spicy-core detections, albeit with less spread. Distributions from the 189 spicy-core detections400

in the region show SCVs with core temperatures and salinity values between 8 – 12°C and 34.1 – 34.8401

PSU, respectively, which propagate along a small range of isopycnals (26.2 – 26.8 kg m−3). They are402

concentrated along the coast of Chile and extend into the subtropics, as indicated by the spatial extent403

of detections and the numerous SCV time-series showing predominantly northwestern propagation404

(Figure 4). As for the Northeast Pacific SCVs, detections exhibit a pattern of SCV cores becoming405

slightly cooler and fresher as they are observed more poleward. The similar distributions and spatial406

patterns of both the northeastern and southeastern spicy-core detections in the Pacific suggests that a407

common generation mechanism consistently produces spicy-core SCVs along the eastern boundary of408

the Pacific, which are capable of reaching the interiors of the subtropical gyres.409

3.2 Atlantic SCVs410

The North Atlantic exhibits more spatial variability in detections when compared to the other411

basins, possibly because of the relatively smaller basin width; however several notable patterns emerge.412

Of the 163 spicy-core SCVs identified throughout the Northwest Atlantic, a population of relatively413

warm (15 – 20°C) and salty (36.0 – 36.3 PSU) SCVs is observed extending northeast from the Florida414

coastline into the central North Atlantic along the ∼ 26.5 isopycnal, at depths of roughly 300 – 700415

dbar (shown clearly by the high spiciness values in Figure 5A). In the Eastern North Atlantic, where416

we identify 152 spicy-core SCVs, a population of SCVs with slightly colder core temperatures (10417
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but for the northwest, northeast, southwest, and southeast Atlantic regions
(respectively).

426

427

– 15°C) propagating along denser isopycnals (∼ 27.5 kg m−3) appears to originate along the eastern418

boundary near the Iberian peninsula, overlapping with the western population throughout the central419

Atlantic (Figure 8). SCV time-series detections (Figure 4) further indicate that these distributions be-420

long to two separate populations, which emanate from the Gulf Stream region in the western Atlantic421

and the Mediterranean outflow in the east, and eventually overlap in the central Atlantic, albeit at differ-422

ent depths. Finally, the low-latitude North Atlantic also includes a separate smaller, coherent population423

of spicy-core SCVs. Time-series from this population indicate that they propagate westward, which,424

coupled with their spatial property distributions in Figure 5, suggests a source near the Canary Islands.425

Minty-core SCVs in the Northwest Atlantic (212 detections) are heavily concentrated along the428

western boundary, from the northeastern coast of Brazil to Nova Scotia, whereas the 86 detections in429

the Northeast Atlantic are largely found in two clusters centered near the Canary Islands and off the430

coast of Mauritania. Distributions of core properties for both sub-basins show significant spread across431

all properties, yet indicate that most minty-core SCVs propagate along isopycnals ranging from 27.0432

– 28.0 kg m−3, with core salinity values of 34.5 – 35.5 PSU (Figure 8). The Western North Atlantic,433

however, exhibits peaks at slightly colder core temperatures (∼ 4 – 6°C versus 7 – 9°C), and at the 27.0434

– 27.2 kg m−3 isopycnal range (versus a more even distribution in the east). SCV property maps in435

Figure 6 show less coherent spatial patterns in the Western North Atlantic than in the east, where in436
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general the SCVs near the Canary Islands exhibit slightly saltier cores than the Mauritania population437

to the south. SCV time-series are found all throughout the western population of minty-core SCVs,438

whereas they are only detected within the Canary population in the east (Figure 4).439

The South Atlantic basin is largely defined by a zonal band at roughly 30°S of both spicy and440

minty-core SCVs, extending between Namibia and the southernmost extent of Brazil (Figures 5 and441

6), with westward propagating SCV of both types (Figure 4). The 83 spicy-core SCVs throughout the442

Southwest Atlantic show uni-modal property distributions, with SCVs generally propagating at ∼ 400443

dbar along the 26.5 kg m−3 isopycnal, while exhibiting core temperature and salinity values ranging444

between 12 – 16°C and 35 – 36 PSU respectively (Figure 8). Minty-core SCVs in both the West (55 de-445

tections) and the East (63) South Atlantic have remarkably similar properties, suggesting one coherent446

population propagating at roughly 600 – 800 dbar along the ∼ 27.0 kg m−3 isopycnal, with core tem-447

peratures of roughly 4 – 6°C, and salinity values between 34.0 – 34.5 PSU. In contrast, the Southeast448

Atlantic spicy-core SCV distributions (106 detections) are bi-modal, but show similar peaks in core449

temperature, salinity, pressure, and isopycnal as in the western spicy-core SCVs. The secondary peak450

across property distributions results from a separate population of deeper (∼ 800 dbar versus ∼ 400451

dbar) spicy-core SCVs with relatively colder (5 – 10°C) and fresher (34.0 – 34.5 PSU) cores that are452

zonally distributed along the eastern boundary between South Africa and Angola (seen clearly in Fig-453

ure 5A). This population also exhibits the pattern observed in the spicy detections within the eastern454

regions of the Pacific and North Atlantic, where SCV spiciness decreases poleward.455

3.3 Indian SCVs456

SCV detections within the North Indian Ocean are concentrated within the Arabian Sea, where457

we found 40 spicy-core and 64 minty-core detections. Spicy-core SCVs with relatively warm and salty458

cores (∼ 17°C and >37 PSU) are detected near the Gulf of Oman and the Red Sea outflow regions.459

However, detections in the offshore region to the east show more heterogeneous properties, as evi-460

denced by the spread in histograms from Figure 9. Notably, the only spicy-core SCV time-series de-461

tected in this region are confined to the outflow regions (Figure 4). Minty-core SCVs are mostly found462

overlapping with the offshore spicy-core SCVs in the central Arabian Sea, where they also exhibit sig-463

nificant spread across core properties, albeit with significantly more numerous time-series detections as464

evidenced by Figure 4. While both spicy and minty SCV core pressures show a wide range, nearly all465

SCVs exhibit vertical thickness of less than 400 meters.466

In the Southern Indian Ocean, we detect 313 spicy-core SCVs mostly distributed along zonal469

bands with contrasting core properties between Madagascar and Australia (Figure 5). The center of the470

basin between 20 – 25°S exhibits SCVs with relatively high values of temperature and salinity com-471

pared to the zonal bands at lower and higher latitudes. SCV time-series are prevalent throughout the472

region and generally show westward propagation, with slightly more observations in the central zonal473

band. This result, coupled with the similarities in distributions across both eastern and western spicy-474

core SCVs (Figure 9), suggests a connection across the basin between the two populations. Minty-core475

SCVs (133 detections) are similarly identified at the same low and high latitudes as spicy-core SCVs,476

but in contrast are largely absent throughout the 20 – 25°S band. Despite large spread in core distribu-477

tions (Figure 9), SCV property maps in Figure 6 again show similarities across zonal sections. Finally,478

the southeast coast of South Africa and to a lesser extent the waters off of Tanzania are additional zones479

of spicy and minty-core SCV observations. However, property maps suggest high variability in their480

characteristics, despite several prevalent spicy-core time-series detections.481
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 7, but for the northwest, southwest, and southeast Indian and Southern Ocean
regions (respectively).

467

468
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3.4 Southern Ocean SCVs482

Minty-core SCVs with coherent properties are identified along a high-latitude band through-483

out the Southern Ocean (defined here as poleward of 40°S). Distributions (Figure 9) and SCV prop-484

erty maps (Figure 6) show remarkable consistency across detections, with a notable pattern of slightly485

greater core temperature (∼ 5 – 8°C versus ∼ 0 – 5°C) within the high latitude Indian Ocean compared486

to the Pacific. Nearly all detected SCVs propagate at core pressures of 300 – 800 dbar along core isopy-487

cnals ranging from 26.9 – 27.5 kg m−3, which, coupled with similarities in core temperature and salin-488

ity, suggest a common formation mechanisms throughout the Southern Ocean in the vicinity of the489

ACC. Given their proximity to the minty-core detections, spicy-core SCVs identified at high latitudes490

throughout the South Indian basin and to the southeast of New Zealand in the Pacific may also have a491

generation source associated with the ACC.492

4 Discussion493

Global and regional maps of SCV properties (Figures 5 through 9) reveal several notable SCV494

populations with coherent properties, such as the wide-spread spicy SCVs along the eastern boundary495

of the Pacific Ocean and the zonal band of minty SCVs throughout the Southern Ocean. These results496

strongly suggests generation of SCVs with similar hydrographic features in those regions. However, in497

order to estimate the regional frequency of SCV generation, we need to account for the uneven spatial498

sampling density of Argo. Notable locations such as the Kuroshio extension have a much higher num-499

ber of Argo casts within the record than the Southern Ocean, for example, as observed after binning500

Argo casts into 4° x 4° latitude/longitude cells (Figure 10A). After accounting for this discrepancy in501

sampling density, we estimate the SCV frequency by binning detections within the same grid, as shown502

in panels B – D of Figure 10. This provides a metric to identify zones with relatively high frequency of503

SCV observations that are also characterized by consistent SCV properties.504

Figures 4 and 10 reveal several remarkable hot-spots that exhibit the presence of SCV time-510

series, a higher spatial density of detections, and relatively coherent SCV-core properties. Notably,511

these criteria are common in close proximity to: 1) major eastern boundary upwelling systems (EBUS);512

2) outflow from marginal seas such as the Mediterranean and Red Seas; 3) large oceanic fronts such as513

the ACC and those associated with western boundary current separation. The following sections ex-514

plore possible generation mechanisms associated with these regions. To do so, we gather populations515

of SCVs near these oceanic features and connect their characteristics with regionally persistent currents516

and water masses. When necessary, to characterize hydrographic profiles of water masses, we identify517

approximate temperature and salinity curves by averaging Argo profiles near their geographic source518

regions using 5° latitude/longitude cells. We also highlight persistent fronts using a mean sea surface519

dynamic topography derived from jointly analyzed data of drifters, satellite altimetry, wind, and grav-520

ity for the decade 1992-2012 (retrieved online from http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/datadoc/mdot.php).521

Fronts associated with the ACC are demonstrated using results from the WOCE Southern Ocean Atlas522

[Orsi and Whitworth, 2005].523

4.1 Poleward Flow Along Eastern Boundaries524

The four major EBUS in the Pacific and Atlantic are the California, Peru-Humboldt, Canary,525

and Benguela upwelling systems. These regions are found along the eastern flanks of their respective526

subtropical gyres, driven by persistent equatorward winds along their meridional coastlines [Bakun and527

Nelson, 1991]. The resulting equatorward currents in each EBUS (the California Current, the Peru-528

Humboldt Current, the Canary Current, and the Benguela Current, respectively) carry high-latitude529
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Figure 10. (A) Number of quality controlled Argo profiles within 4° x 4° longitude/latitude grid boxes.
(B) Percentage of unique SCV detections. Panel C and D show the gridded percentages from spicy-core and
minty-core detections (respectively). (E) Time-series of the total number of quality controlled Argo casts
(black line, left y-axis) and the total number of unique spicy-core and minty-core detections (red and blue
lines, right y-axis). (F) Annual SCV percentage of spicy-core (red) and minty-core (blue) SCVs.
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waters, whereas characteristic undercurrents flowing at mid-depths over the shelf and slope [Chavez530

and Messié, 2009] carry subsurface equatorial waters poleward. The global SCV detections highlight531

each EBUS as sites of frequent long-lived SCV generation, as evidenced by Figures 4 and 10; thus the532

unique wind-forced dynamics of these systems appear to promote SCV generation.533

Model simulations of eastern boundary undercurrents [Molemaker et al., 2015] have shown that534

they develop anticyclonic vertical vorticity along their poleward path due to the effect of bottom drag535

against the continental slope. Separation from the slope near ridges or areas of strong topographic536

curvature causes offshore diversion, followed by centrifugal and submesoscale instabilities, vigorous537

mixing, and organization of the flow into anticyclonic vortices [Dewar et al., 2015; Molemaker et al.,538

2015; Southwick et al., 2016]. To explore the role of these undercurrents in the generation of SCVs de-539

tected near EBUS, we compare the temperature and salinity of equatorial surface currents and poleward540

undercurrents with similar T-S curves from SCV detections.541

In the North Pacific, the California Current advects relatively cold, fresh and oxygen-rich Pacific542

Subarctic Upper Water (PSUW) equatorward from roughly 45 ° N [Lynn and Simpson, 1987; Thom-543

son and Krassovski, 2010], whereas the poleward California Undercurrent transports relatively warm,544

salty and oxygen-poor Pacific Equatorial Water (PEW) as far North as the Aleutian Islands [Thomson545

and Krassovski, 2010]. Panel A in Figure 11 provides details from a subset of SCVs detected off of546

the California upwelling system. Spicy-core SCVs are detected from the Baja California Peninsula to547

as far as Vancouver Island, with spatial distributions and SCV time-series suggesting southwestward548

propagation towards the Hawaiian Islands, consistent with V-plane drift westward and equatorward549

[Cushman-Roisin and Beckers, 2011]. A representative profile off of Baja California (star marker in550

Figure 11A) reveals a typical peak in salinity centered just below the salinity minimum at 200 dbar,551

surrounded by anomalously high temperatures throughout the SCV extent. These characteristics, along552

with the uni-modal distribution of core isopycnal centered at roughly 26.6 kg m−3, match descriptions553

of ‘Cuddies’ from the literature, likely generated from the California Undercurrent via the processes554

outlined above [Simpson and Lynn, 1990; Chaigneau et al., 2011; Pelland et al., 2013; Collins et al.,555

2013; Garfield et al., 1999; Li et al., 2017; Steinberg et al., 2018]. Indeed, T-S diagrams of detected556

SCVs versus curves of PEW (dashed black curve in Figure 11A) and PSUW (solid black curve) show a557

high influence of PEW in their cores, despite many being detected well offshore of the coastline.558

Equatorward offshore flow in the South Pacific is dominated by the Peru-Humboldt Current,568

which transports relatively cold and fresh Subantarctic Surface Water (SASW) from the north of the569

Subantarctic Front along the coasts of Chile and Peru [Schneider et al., 2003]. Countering the surface570

flow is the Peru-Chile Undercurrent, of similar origin to the California Undercurrent, wherein PEW571

water flows from the equator southward along the continental slope of South America [Johnson and572

McTaggart, 2010]. Panel B in Figure 11 outlines a subset of spicy-core SCVs detected off of the Peru-573

Humboldt upwelling system. A representative SCV from the region (star marker in 11B) reveals typ-574

ical SCV cores below the halocline, with pronounced salinity maxima at roughly 300 – 500 dbar, and575

anomalously warm temperatures down to 600 dbar or deeper. A relatively large number of SCVs in576

this region are sampled multiple times by the same floats (thin black lines) and show northwestward577

propagation, consistent with V-plane drift. Descriptions of anticyclonic eddies in this region [Johnson578

and McTaggart, 2010; Chaigneau et al., 2011; Colas et al., 2012; Hormazabal et al., 2013; Combes579

et al., 2015] attribute formation to the same undercurrent processes outlined above for Cuddies, leading580

to spicy-core SCVs. Similar to the North Pacific population, T-S diagrams suggest that SCVs in this581

region contain a high percentage of PEW versus SASW, placing their origin within the undercurrent.582
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Figure 11. (A) Locations, colored by core isopycnal, and hydrographic properties of spicy-core SCVs
detected near the California upwelling system. Thin black lines indicate propagation of SCVs with multiple
casts. Temperature and salinity profiles and diagrams are constructed from the star marker profile (Argo float
4900691, cycle 85, solid red curve), with the grey curve representing the climatological profile for that cast’s
location and month. T-S curves for all other detections with the boxed region are shown as thin red lines, with
black dots representing core temperature and salinity values. (B) Same as (A), but for the spicy-core SCVs
off of the Peru-Humboldt upwelling system, with the example profile from Argo float 3900328 cycle 141.
Approximate curves of Pacific Equatorial Water (PEW, both panels), Pacific Subarctic Upper Water (PSUW,
panel A) and Subantarctic Surface Water (SASW, panel B) are also shown.
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The Canary Current system extends from the coast of Morocco to Cape Blanc, Mauritania and583

is distinct from the other EBUS due to opposite hydrographic characteristics. The equatorward current584

advects relatively warm and salty North Atlantic Central Water (NACW) equatorward, whereas rela-585

tively cooler, fresher, and nutrient-rich South Atlantic Central Water (SACW) is advected poleward at586

the surface by the Mauritania Current [Kämpf and Chapman, 2016], and similarly to the south of Cape587

Blanc by a poleward undercurrent along the shelf break [Schütte et al., 2016; Klenz et al., 2018]. Panel588

A in Figure 12 shows the Mauritania detections, which in contrast to other EBUS are characterized by589

predominately minty-core SCVs. From the limited observations, histograms suggest that most minty-590

core SCVs off of Mauritania propagate between 400 – 800 dbar along the 26.9 – 27.4 isopycnal sur-591

faces, with typical core temperatures and salinities ranging between 6 – 10°C and 34.8 – 35.2 PSU re-592

spectively. Profiles from the region (see star marker example in Figure 12A) reveal that most cores are593

positioned well below the base of the shallow pycnocline, where they appear as a homogeneous layer594

of relatively cold and fresh water that often represents the salinity minimum. The T-S diagram for the595

population clearly shows an influence of SACW in their cores, which is relatively cold and fresh in the596

North Atlantic (hence, the minty-core populations). Several other studies have reported on similar sub-597

surface eddies with cores of anomalously low temperature and salinity in the Mauritania region, often598

described as "dead zone" anticyclonic mode water eddies (ACME) because of the low oxygen concen-599

tration [Karstensen et al., 2015; Schütte et al., 2016; Grundle et al., 2017; Thomsen et al., 2019; Hauss600

et al., 2016], with several found to last up to 200 days [Karstensen et al., 2017]. Thus, while further601

observations are still needed, the above results suggest SCVs generation in this region via undercurrent602

instabilities, likely at prominent topographic features [Schütte et al., 2016], which encapsulate volumes603

of SACW before advection westward into the subtropical gyre.604

The Benguela upwelling system along the west coast of Africa in the South Atlantic is driven by610

the equatorward Benguela Current, which carries cold Eastern South Atlantic Central Water (ESACW)611

from Africa’s southern tip to roughly 15 – 16 ° S. At its northernmost extent, the Benguela Current612

meets the poleward Angola Current, which transports relatively warmer and saltier SACW (as op-613

posed to the colder and fresher counterparts in the North Atlantic) to form the Angola-Benguela front614

zone [Lass and Mohrholz, 2008]. The Angola current periodically (typically September to November615

and February to April) breaks through the front to continue poleward as the Benguela Undercurrent616

along the shelf [Lass et al., 2000; Mohrholz et al., 2001], supplying subsurface SACW to the north-617

ern Benguela system [Siegfried et al., 2019]. Panel B in Figure 12 describes the spicy-core SCVs de-618

tected off of Namibia, which show generally similar distributions in core properties to the Mauritania619

minty-core SCVs. An example profile for the region shows a core of relatively warm and salty water at620

roughly the same depth as the example shown for Mauritania. Similar to the North Atlantic minty-core621

SCVs off of Mauritania, T-S diagrams suggest that Benguela spicy-core SCVs contain higher percent-622

ages of SACW, indicative of an origin within the Benguela Undercurrent. Pegliasco et al. [2015] docu-623

mented subsurface anticyclonic eddies originating from the Benguela Current, while model simulations624

from Frenger et al. [2018] also suggested that similar, low-oxygen eddies in the region are generated625

via undercurrent instabilities. T-S signatures of the SCVs generated within that study largely agree with626

our Benguela detections, providing more evidence of an origin within the undercurrent.627

In summary, our results highlight the eastern boundary of the Pacific Ocean as significant sources628

of long-lived and far-reaching SCVs. This conclusion mirrors those of several previous studies [John-629

son and McTaggart, 2010; Pelland et al., 2013; Frenger et al., 2018], which suggest that these SCVs630

could modify the mean properties of the Pacific subtropical gyres by introducing warm, salty, and631

oxygen-poor/nutrient-rich PEW waters. A similar mechanism may also occur in the Atlantic, via west-632

ward propagation of SACW waters, but on a smaller scale given the large disparity in detections. Re-633
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Figure 12. (A) Same as panel A in Figure 11, but for the minty-core SCVs detected off of the Mauritania
coastline. The example profile is from Argo float 6900919 cycle 130. (B) Same as (A), but for the spicy-core
SCVs detected off of the Benguela upwelling system, with the example profile from Argo float 1901238 cycle
38. Approximate curves of South Atlantic Central Water (SACW, both panels), North Atlantic Central Water
(NACW, panel A) and Eastern South Atlantic Central Water (ESACW, panel B) are also shown.
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gardless, SCVs generated from these systems may alter the characteristics of both local and adjacent634

water masses by exporting poleward undercurrent signatures away from EBUS, while also contributing635

to subtropical gyre tracer budgets [Frenger et al., 2018].636

4.2 Marginal Sea Overflow637

Dense water outflows originating from marginal seas and continental shelves are major compo-638

nents of the Earth climate system, given their contributions to intermediate and deep water masses of639

the world’s oceans [Warren and Wunsch, 1981; Vic et al., 2015]. After flowing into the open ocean,640

instability processes govern the dispersal of overflow waters, which can take place over hundreds or641

thousands of kilometers depending on the basin dynamics [Legg et al., 2009; Vic et al., 2015]. For642

example, overflow from the Mediterranean encounters a region with relatively low background eddy643

activity, allowing for a gravity current which, after achieving neutral buoyancy, is deflected to form644

a boundary-intensified poleward flow [Bower et al., 1997; Legg et al., 2009] similar to an EBUS un-645

dercurrent. Other notable outflows, such as the Persian Gulf outflow near the Gulf of Oman and the646

spread of Red Sea Water in the Gulf of Aden, equilibrate at shallower depths and encounter vigorous647

mesoscale variability which actively participates in spreading the dense plumes [Vic et al., 2015; Mor-648

van et al., 2019]. Given their ability to transport water mass volumes over significant distances, SCVs649

could play a role in spreading these overflow waters away from the formation regions.650

Perhaps the most notable and well studied examples are the Mediterranean outflow eddies (‘Med-651

dies’). Large segments of the boundary-intensified overflow jet have been shown to separate near the652

southwestern tip of the Iberian peninsula in the form of warm, salty Mediterranean Water lenses of653

roughly 20 km diameter [Bower et al., 1997; Richardson et al., 2000; McWilliams, 2019], with one or654

two vertically aligned cores typically centered between 800 and 1200 m [Bashmachnikov et al., 2015].655

Those that avoid collision can last for several (4–5) years, propagating as far as the mid-Atlantic ridge656

[Richardson et al., 2000; Ménesguen et al., 2012; Barbosa Aguiar et al., 2013] before dissipation by657

double-diffusive mixing [Radko and Sisti, 2017]. With estimates suggesting that they support about658

50% of the westward salt flux from the Mediterranean [McWilliams, 1985; Bower et al., 1997], these659

SCVs have a far-reaching impact on the tracer budget of the North Atlantic, in addition to their contri-660

bution to the Mediterranean salt tongue, one of the prominent hydrographic features of the mid-depth661

North Atlantic [Richardson et al., 2000].662

Panel A in Figure 13 outlines a subset of spicy-core SCVs identified near the Mediterranean663

outflow. Temperature and salinity profiles from the population are in good agreement with previous664

descriptions of Meddies, showing large temperature (∼ 4°C) and salinity (∼ 1 PSU) anomalies centered665

at roughly 1000 dbar. As reported in other studies, a large number contain two cores at roughly 800 and666

1200 dbar and are sampled over consecutive Argo cycles for many months (see Figure 3 for a notable667

example). The adjacent region next to the Mediterranean outflow also exhibits some of the highest668

frequency in SCV detection across the ocean (∼ 1% of all Argo casts in that region, Figure 10), with669

panel D in Figure 4 suggesting that many are long lasting. Together, these results support the role of670

Meddies in modulating the heat and salt budget of the North Atlantic by periodically advecting volumes671

of Mediterranean water, often over several thousand kilometers.672

The Arabian Sea is also influenced by two separate outflows originating in the Persian Gulf and680

the Red Sea, which settle at 250–300m and 600–1000m depths into the Gulf of Oman and into the Gulf681

of Aden, respectively [Morvan et al., 2019]. In contrast to the Gulf of Cadiz with Mediterranean out-682

flow water, the Arabian Sea is home to a relatively energetic mesoscale eddy field that provides a differ-683

ent dynamical regime for the spreading of outflow waters [Bower and Furey, 2012; Carton et al., 2012;684
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Figure 13. (A) Locations, colored by core isopycnal, and hydrographic properties of spicy-core SCVs
detected near the Mediterranean outflow. Thin black lines indicate propagation of SCVs with multiple
casts. Temperature and salinity profiles and diagram are constructed from the star marker profile (Argo
float 1900349, cycle 8, solid red curve), with the grey curve representing the climatological profile for that
cast’s location and month. Data for all other detections with the boxed region are shown as thin red lines,
with black dots representing core temperature and salinity values. (B) Same as (A), but for spicy-core SCVs
detected near the Gulf of Oman, with the example profile from Argo float 2902387, cycle 159.
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Morvan et al., 2019; Vic et al., 2015]. Mesoscale surface eddies have been shown in modelling studies685

and in-situ observations to divert the outflow paths away from the coast, advecting them instead along686

curved trajectories corresponding to the local eddy vorticity [Carton et al., 2012]. As these eddies ap-687

proach the coast, frictional effects due to the slanted bottom boundary layer generate opposite-signed688

relative vorticity on the slope in the form of elongated filaments of outflow waters. Strong lateral shear689

leads to instabilities that break apart these filaments into submesoscale vortices with cores of outflow690

water, which then propagate away from their region of formation if paired with a surface eddy [Mole-691

maker et al., 2015; Morvan et al., 2019; Vic et al., 2015].692

Panel B in Figure 13 shows a collection of detections identified near the Gulf of Oman. Profiles693

indeed show anomalous cores of hot and salty water at roughly 200 – 300 dbar, indicative of Persian694

Gulf overflow waters, and compare well with previously reported anticyclonic lenses observed in this695

region [L’Hégaret et al., 2016]. However, as noted by Bower and Furey [2012] and L’Hégaret et al.696

[2016], SCVs at these outflows are generally short-lived due to their generation along western bound-697

aries, where strong horizontal shear by mesoscale eddies and westward self-propagation back towards698

the source region may lead to rapid destruction.699

As shown in previous studies, the generation of SCVs at major outflows plays a non-negligible700

role in transport and dispersion of these regionally important water masses. The same mechanism re-701

sponsible for producing SCVs at EBUS (subsurface boundary current separation) generates Meddies,702

while SCVs generated within the Arabian Sea outflows appear to be more ephemeral due to their for-703

mation within more energetic western boundary systems. This further highlights the importance of704

dynamical differences along eastern versus western ocean boundaries. In more quiescent environments705

found near eastern boundaries, SCVs are capable of transporting origin water masses over great dis-706

tances, whereas vigorous mesoscale activity along western boundaries may confine their regional reach.707

4.3 Mode Water Eddies708

As revealed by Figures 4 and 10, frequent and long-lived SCVs occur within regions of mode709

water formation. Mode waters originate from deep mixed layers caused by winter convection [Hanawa710

and Talley, 2001; Xu et al., 2016], occurring in conjunction with persistent fronts that often separate711

these homogeneous water masses from more stratified waters. Notable examples include subtropical712

mode waters associated with the western boundary current extensions of the subtropical gyres (the713

Kuroshio, Gulf Stream, East Australian, Brazil and Agulhas Currents), and the Subantarctic Mode Wa-714

ter forming equatorward of the ACC [Hanawa and Talley, 2001]. SCVs could generate along these715

fronts as a result of meander-driven subduction driving low potential vorticity mode water into the716

stratified interior, where an anticyclonic circulation occurs due to vortex compression [Spall, 1995;717

Thomas, 2008]. Thus, SCVs may trap mode water and propagate it far from frontal regions, potentially718

playing a role in mode water dispersal in the stratified interior.719

Observations of SCVs from these regions show thick subsurface cores composed of homoge-720

neous, oxygen-rich waters [Oka, 2009; Zhang et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016; Schütte et al., 2016; Li et al.,721

2017; Barceló-Llull et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2018], which, along with our results, support SCVs gener-722

ation by mode water subduction. Detections from Figures 4 to 6 reveal large coherent populations of723

both spicy- and minty-core SCVs inhabiting the Kuroshio, East Australia, Gulf Stream, Aghulas, and724

Brazil Current regions (where subtropical mode waters are subducted) [Hanawa and Talley, 2001].725

Panel A in Figure 14 shows representative profiles and temperature-salinity diagrams from both spicy-726

and minty-core SCVs detected in the vicinity of the Kuroshio extension, which closely match the re-727

sults of Zhang et al. [2015] and Li et al. [2017]. These studies speculated that both spicy- and minty-728
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Figure 14. (A) Locations and hydrographic properties of spicy-core (red) and minty-core (blue) SCVs
detected near the Kuroshio extension. Temperature and salinity profiles and diagram are constructed from
the star marker profiles for an example spicy-core SCV (Argo float 2900156, cycle 34, solid red curve) and
minty-core SCV (Argo float 29010, cycle 75, solid blue curve), with the grey curve representing the climato-
logical profile for the spicy-core SCV’s location and cast month. Climatological dynamic topography contour
lines (100cm, 110cm, and 120cm) are also plotted. (B) Same as (A), but for spicy-core SCVs detected near
the East Australia Current. The example spicy-core SCV is from Argo float 5901235, cycle 36 (red curve)
and the example minty-core SCV is from Argo float 5903639, cycle 223 (blue curve); climatological dynamic
topography contour lines (70 cm, 80 cm, and 90 cm) are also shown.
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core SCVs propagate through this region, and are possibly formed by frontal convergence and subduc-729

tion of winter mixed-layer water along the persistent fronts of the Kuroshio. Other studies have shown730

that, along with large volumes of North Pacific Subtropical Mode Water (NPSTMW, ∼ 25.2 kg m−3),731

two types of North Pacific Central Mode Water (NPCMW) form between the Kuroshio Extension front732

and Kuroshio Bifurcation front, for a lighter variety (∼ 25.8 – 26.2 kg m−3), and between the Kuroshio733

Bifurcation front and the Subarctic front, for a slightly denser variety (∼ 26.3 – 26.4 kg m−3, [Oka and734

Suga, 2005]).735

The bimodal distributions for spicy-core SCVs in the Northeast Pacific (Figure 7) may result745

from subduction of both NPSTMW and the lighter NPCMW, whereas the unimodal distributions for746

minty-core SCVs suggest a generation along the Subarctic front from the denser NPCMW [Zhang747

et al., 2015]. This is also supported by the more poleward occurrence of minty-core SCVs compared to748

spicy-core SCVs in the region. A similar mechanism may be responsible for the SCVs detected along749

the East Australia Current extension (Figure 14B), which shows similar spatial patterns and vertical750

structures. Both spicy and minty-core SCVs with core isopycnals of approximately 26.4 kg m−3 are751
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identified near the separation zone of the East Australia current, with minty-core SCVs distributed752

more poleward by several degrees latitude. In addition, spicy-core SCVs propagating to the north of753

New Zealand (Figure 5) are co-located with the formation region for South Pacific Subtropical Mode754

Water (SPSTMW), exhibiting very similar characteristics to this water mass (15 – 19°C, 35.5 PSU,755

26.0 kg m−3, [Hanawa and Talley, 2001]).756

SCVs detections along the western boundary of the Atlantic may also have connections to mode757

waters. North Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water (NASTMW) is characterized by temperature, salinity,758

and potential density values of ∼ 18°C, 36.5 PSU, and 26.5 kg m−3, respectively, and is formed just759

south of the Gulf Stream Extension to cover the western extent of the subtropical gyre [Hanawa and760

Talley, 2001]. Core property distributions (Figure 8) and spatial patterns (Figure 5) from spicy-core761

SCVs detected within the Northwest Atlantic match well with these characteristics, suggesting that762

these SCVs may form from, and eventually help spread NASTMW throughout the North Atlantic. Spa-763

tial distributions and histograms for spicy-core SCVs in the South Atlantic, with the exception of the764

Benguela SCVs discussed in section 4.1, also align well with the properties and formation region of765

South Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water (SASTMW, 12 – 18°C, 35.2 – 36.2 PSU, 26.2 – 26.6 kg m−3).766

Thus, subduction of mode waters at western boundary current fronts may be a common SCV767

generation mechanism throughout the western boundary of oceanic basins, just as undercurrent insta-768

bilities lead to generation along the eastern boundaries. Additionally, due to beta drift, the propagation769

direction would be mostly westward, which often contrasts with the large scale circulation of mode770

water formation regions [Shi et al., 2018]. However, the process of subduction of saline subtropical771

surface mixed layer water is not necessarily restricted to the western extent of subtropical gyres. Nauw772

et al. [2006] speculated that SCV observed throughout the Indian Ocean were generated via the South773

Indian Tropical Front between the tropics and subtropics in the eastern part of the South Indian sub-774

tropical gyre. We also detect SCVs throughout this region, which, together with their results, suggests775

that other frontal structures likely generate SCVs.776

Finally, a major component of the Southern Ocean overturning circulation consists of the north-777

ward export of Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW) and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) across778

the Subantarctic Front – the southern boundary of the subtropical gyres, which together ventilate large779

areas of the lower thermocline in the Southern Hemisphere [Hanawa and Talley, 2001; Sallée et al.,780

2010; Cerovečki et al., 2013]. SAMW forms in deep winter mixed layers poleward of the Subantarctic781

Front, and is characterized by wide ranges of temperature, salinity, and potential density of 4 – 15°C,782

34.2 – 35.8 PSU, and 26.5 – 27.1 kg m−3 respectively. Colder and fresher SAMW is found in the Pa-783

cific, whereas warmer and saltier waters form in the Southwestern Atlantic [Cerovečki et al., 2013].784

Figure 15 shows a typical profile from the minty-core SCVs detected along the Subantarctic785

Front, which exhibits a core of homogeneous temperature and salinity between roughly 400 – 700 dbar.786

Contour lines highlight the approximate locations of the Subantarctic Front (grey) and Polar Front787

(black) from the WOCE Southern Ocean Atlas [Orsi and Whitworth, 2005], which are poleward of788

the majority of minty-core SCVs detections throughout the Southern Ocean. Additionally, histograms789

of core temperature, salinity, and isopycnal for the minty-core SCVs of the Southern Ocean (Figure 9),790

Southwest Atlantic, and Southeast Atlantic (Figure 8) exhibit similar peaks and spread, which match791

hydrographic characteristics of SAMW. This result is highlighted by the similarities in mapped minty-792

core SCV properties throughout the high-latitude Southern Ocean (Figure 6), suggesting a connection793

between these geographic regions via formation and propagation of SAMW mode water SCVs.794

Previous studies have suggested that SCVs with vertically homogeneous hydrographic properties801

are formed at upper ocean fronts [Spall, 1995; Gordon et al., 2002; Thomas, 2008] where isopycnals802
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Figure 15. Locations and hydrographic properties of spicy-core SCVs (red) and minty-core SCVs (blue)
detected near the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Contour lines represent the location of the Polar Front
(black) and Subantarctic Front (grey) from the WOCE Southern Ocean Atlas [Orsi and Whitworth, 2005].
Temperature and salinity profiles and diagram are constructed from the star marker profile (Argo float
1901435, cycle 217, solid blue curve), with the grey curve representing the climatological profile for that
cast’s location and month.
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from the thermocline outcrop in the winter mixed layer. At these fronts, mode waters are subducted803

into the thermocline, and sometimes forms isolated lenses [Nauw et al., 2006]. Our results suggest that804

SCVs actively transport mode waters away from their formation regions. As shown in Figure 10, ∼ 1%805

of Argo profiles from these regions detected SCVs, highlighting a relatively high generation frequency.806

However, more research is needed to quantify their importance on regional and global scales. Regard-807

less, their potential to transport recently ventilated waters may impact oxygen and nutrient budgets by808

periodically injecting oxygen-rich, nutrient-poor waters into the stratified interior.809

5 SCV Impacts810

Our detections show regional generation of SCVs that can propagate temperature, salinity, and811

other tracer anomalies over basin scales, as observed for Meddies and Cuddies. To illustrate the poten-812

tial to significantly modify local and remote water mass properties, we provide a first-order estimate of813

the heat and freshwater contributions from detectable SCVs at any given location in the ocean. To this814

end, we first utilize detection statistics from Figure 10 and regional averages of SCV scale height and815

radius to build a simple model of SCV distribution based on scaling arguments (Appendix A and B),816

and use it to provide a first-order estimate of their frequency in the ocean. We then use similar scaling817

arguments applied to regionally averaged temperature and salinity anomalies to estimate the heat and818

salt content lost or gained at any given point in the ocean because of the presence of SCVs.819

After dividing the ocean into 4° by 4° latitude/longitude cells, a first-order upper-bound estimate820

(Appendix A) of the spatial density distribution of SCVs (=scv, in units of # km−2) can be written as821

=scv =
#d
#a

1

cU2!2
, (7)822

where #d is the number of detected spicy or minty SCVs, #a is the number of quality controlled Argo823

casts, ! is SCV scale length (km), U is a scaling factor (here set to 1, see Appendix A), and the overbar824

represents the average calculated from all spicy or minty SCVs within the grid cell. Similar to (7), a825

first-order lower-bound estimate of the average heat anomaly caused by the presence of SCVs at any826

given location in the ocean (X� ′, in units of J m−2, Appendix B) can be defined as827

X� ′ = W d �p
#d
#a

c
1
2) ′d ℎ !

2

!2
, (8)828

where W is a scaling factor (here set to 1, see Appendix B), d is average ocean density (1027 kg m−3),829

�p is the specific heat capacity of seawater (3850 J kg−1°C−1), ) ′d is the detected core temperature830

anomaly (°C), and ℎ is the SCV scale height. The salt anomaly (X(′, in units of g m−2) is given by831

X(′ = W d
#d
#a

c
1
2 (′d ℎ !

2

!2
, (9)832

where (′d is the detected core salinity anomaly (g kg−1).833

Figure 16 shows the result from these equations applied to the same 4° x 4° latitude/longitude834

grid shown in Figure 10. Panels A and B provide estimates of the spatial density of spicy-core and835

minty-core SCVs throughout the ocean respectively. Both plots reveal increasing numbers of SCVs at836

higher latitudes. Many of the grid cells throughout the Southern Ocean show values of 1 – 2 SCVs per837

100 x 100 km2; other regions with high SCV spatial density include the North Atlantic, Mediterranean838

outflow, and Southwest Atlantic regions for spicy-core SCVs, and the Kuroshio and Labrador Sea re-839

gions for minty-core SCVs. According to the arguments in Dewar and Meng [1995], high-latitude840

SCVs are expected to be smaller due to the decrease in the first baroclinic radius of deformation with841

latitude, which scales inversely with the Coriolis frequency ( 5 ) and linearly with the buoyancy fre-842

quency # . Thus, the area of SCVs (hence, the probability of being detected by randomly-located Argo843
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Figure 16. (A,B) Estimate of the number of SCVs per 100 x 100 km2, derived for each 4° x 4° longi-
tude/latitude grid cell for spicy-core SCVs and minty-core SCVs, respectively. (C,D) Average heat anomaly
caused by the presence of SCVs, XH’ (MJ m−2), calculated from all spicy-core and minty-core SCVs, re-
spectively, within each grid cell. (E,F) Average salt anomaly caused by the presence of SCVs, XS’ (g m−2),
calculated from all spicy-core and minty-core SCVs, respectively, within each grid cell.
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profiles) increases with the square of the radius, which is much larger near the equator, compared to844

polar regions. This makes SCVs comparably easier to detect at low latitudes, implying that the same845

relative number of detections at low versus high latitudes in Figure 10 corresponds to a larger spatial846

density of SCVs at higher latitudes.847

However, as revealed in panels C – F in Figure 16, the relatively high spatial density observed853

throughout the high latitudes does not necessarily correspond to a similar amplification in anomalous854

heat (MJ m−2) and salt (g m−2) brought about by SCVs. Although SCVs are more frequently found in855

these regions, their area and volume are smaller than those observed at lower latitudes. Therefore, the856

higher frequency of SCVs at higher latitudes is compensated by their smaller volumes, leading to com-857

parable heat and salt anomalies. Rather, we find that the influence of spicy-core SCVs on heat and salt858

peaks near the overflow regions and throughout the Pacific EBUS (sections 4.1 and 4.2). This result is859
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not surprising given the large temperature and salinity anomalies associated with dense, warm and salty860

overflow waters (Figure 13), and the PEW advected by the California and Peru-Humboldt Undercur-861

rents (Figure 11). Similarly, while amplified heat and salt contributions from minty-core SCVs were862

co-located with high spatial densities near the Kuroshio extension, the Labrador Sea, and throughout863

the Southern Ocean, notable peaks were also identified off of the Caribbean region in the North At-864

lantic. Temperature and salinity anomalies associated with North Brazil Current subsurface eddies had865

been previously described by Fratantoni and Richardson [2006]; our findings provide further evidence866

that these SCVs may play an important role on the upper ocean hydrography of this region.867

Our results provide more evidence that SCV generation and propagation modify the hydro-868

graphic properties of both nearby and remote regions, in particular by spreading heat and salt from869

EBUS undercurrents, overflows, and mode waters. We further reveal unexpected amplifications for870

regions such as the Caribbean and Labrador Sea. The net transport of heat and salt by SCVs may ulti-871

mately alter the properties of water masses as they form and decay, in turn affecting ocean circulation.872

It is important to stress that the simple model on which Figure 16 is based depends on a simpli-873

fication of the real distribution, structure, and hydrographic impact of SCVs. For example, it does not874

consider important elements such as the life cycle of SCVs, their propagation and dissipation, and their875

interaction with the sampling strategy of Argo floats. It also estimates average anomalies caused by876

the presence of SCVs, but not by their dissipation. Furthermore, the number of detections depends on877

several parameters of our detection algorithm, including relatively strict IQR thresholds (section 2.2).878

Thus, we are likely under sampling the true number of SCVs, and our analysis likely represents a con-879

servative estimate on the effect of relatively strong SCVs. Regardless, it provides a first order estimate880

of essential quantities needed to characterize the impact of SCVs on oceanic circulation, including881

transport of heat and salt, and should be seen as a first step towards the development of more realistic882

models of the distribution of SCVs.883

6 Summary884

In this study, we developed a method for detecting subsurface anticyclonic eddies (SCVs) using885

spiciness, stratification, and dynamic height anomalies derived from Argo float profiles. By utilizing886

the high spatial and temporal resolution sampling provided by the nearly 4000 operational Argo floats,887

we detected 1716 spicy-core and 1258 minty-core SCVs in the Argo record, showing that subsurface888

anticyclonic eddies populate vast swaths of the global ocean. Based on the statistics of detected SCVs,889

we infer the location and characteristics of regional SCV populations, highlighting several hot-spots of890

formation that tend to generate long-lived SCVs (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 10).891

Among these, poleward undercurrents associated with EBUS and the Mediterranean outflow892

appear to produce abundant SCVs capable of reaching the subtropical gyres. Based on a comparison893

with surrounding waters, these SCVs may provide a significant source of undercurrent water to these894

regions, while also potentially weakening undercurrent signatures as they flow poleward. Mode wa-895

ter formation regions near persistent fronts associated with western boundary currents and the ACC896

also appear as hot-spots of SCV formation, suggesting an important role for SCVs in spreading mode897

waters.898

Finally, we provided a first-order estimate of the number of SCVs and their contribution to heat899

and salt wherever they appear. Our results suggest that SCVs play a role in modulating water proper-900

ties in the subtropical gyres and mid-latitude subduction regions, which in turn may alter interior water901

mass characteristics. Quantifying the impact of SCVs on heat, salt and tracer fluxes will benefit from a902
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more detailed characterization of SCV frequency, movement, dissipation, and three-dimensional shape.903

This will likely require more accurate statistical models of the structure and life cycle of SCVs, con-904

strained by Argo and other observations, as well as the use of high-resolution numerical models.905
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Appendix A Estimate of SCV spatial density1172

The following details the rationale for the methods in section 5. Given a certain number #a of Argo1173

profiles in a geographic region (here, 4° by 4° latitude/longitude cells), we can assume a probability ?1174

of detecting a SCV with each Argo cast, such that the total number of SCV detections #d is given by1175

#d = ? · #a . (A.1)1176

If we assume that both SCV and Argo profile locations are randomly distributed and uncorrelated1177

within each regional cell, the probability of detection is proportional to the total surface area occupied1178

by SCVs, �scv, divided by the surface area of the region, �r:1179

? =
�scv
�r

. (A.2)1180

If #scv is the number of detectable SCVs in the region, and assuming that SCVs become detectable at1181

a distance Ad from their center (the ‘detectability radius’), the total detectable area occupied by eddies1182

(�scv) is written as1183

�scv = #scv · c · A2
d , (A.3)1184

where A2
d denotes the average from all detected SCVs in the region. Combining (A.3) with (A.1) and1185

solving for #scv gives1186

#scv =
#d
#a
· �r
c A2

d

. (A.4)1187

Using (A.3) and (A.4), we can also define the SCV number density (i.e. the average number of SCVs1188

per unit area) as1189

=scv =
#scv
�r

=
#d
#a
· 1

c A2
d

. (A.5)1190

Note that Ad needs to be related to quantities estimated from SCV detections. For simplicity, we can1191

assume that, on average, SCVs are detected at a distance from the center that is proportional to the SCV1192

radial (or length) scale !, and write1193

Ad = U · ! , (A.6)1194

where U is a constant of $ (1), and ! is first baroclinic deformation radius estimated in section 2.6.1195

Thus, the SCV spatial density will be given by1196

=scv =
#d
#a
· 1

cU2!2
, (A.7)1197

where !2 is the average square radius of SCVs detected in the region. Note that the scaling factor U1198

used here is assumed constant for all SCVs. In general, we expect SCV anomalous properties to scale1199

horizontally as �4−G2/!2 , where � is the maximum anomaly and G is the distance from the SCV core.1200

Since we assume we can detect SCVs at distances where anomaly values are less than �
4 , we expect U1201

to be greater than one, but of $ (1); a more accurate value for U can be estimated from observations or1202

model simulations of SCVs, which is beyond the scope of this analysis. For illustrative purposes, we1203

set it to 1 and therefore we are likely overestimating =scv. Thus, (A.7) should be considered an order-1204

of-magnitude, upper bound estimate for use in facilitating comparisons of SCV spatial density between1205

different regions.1206

Appendix B Estimate of SCV hydrographic impacts1207

To estimate the anomalous heat and salt content caused by the presence of SCVs in a given region,1208

we assume that SCVs carry anomalies of any given property % (e.g. temperature or salinity) with the1209

following three-dimensional structure [McWilliams, 1985; Pelland et al., 2013]:1210

%′ = %′o · 4
− I2
ℎ2 −

A2
!2 , (B.1)1211
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where %′o is the anomaly in the property % at the center of the SCV, and ℎ and ! are the scale height1212

and the first baroclinic deformation radius, respectively, defined in sections 2.3 and 2.6. The coordi-1213

nates I and A are a vertical and radial coordinate, respectively, with an origin at the center of the SCV.1214

The total property anomaly integrated over the entire SCV (Δ%′) is thus given by1215

Δ%′ =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
%′ · 2 c A · 3A 3I , (B.2)1216

which can be solved, for each detected SCV, to give1217

Δ%′ = c
3
2 %′o ℎ !

2 . (B.3)1218

Assuming that the number of SCVs that are present in a region with surface area �r is given by (A.4),1219

the property anomaly per unit area (X%′) caused by SCVs can be written as:1220

X%′ =
#scv Δ%′

�r
=
#d
#a
· c

1
2 %′o ℎ !2

U2!2
, (B.4)1221

where the overbar represents averages over all detected SCVs in the region. To relate %′o to measured1222

quantities from detected SCVs, for simplicity we assume that the anomaly at the center of the eddy, %′o,1223

is proportional to the detected anomaly %′d, such that1224

%′o = V · %′d , (B.5)1225

where V is a scaling factor greater than one, but likely of $ (1), similar to U. Thus we can restate (B.4)1226

as1227

X%′ =
V

U2 ·
#d
#a
·
c

1
2 %′d ℎ !

2

!2
, (B.6)1228

which can be further simplified by organizing the constant scaling factors U and V into a constant W1229

term, given by1230

W =
V

U2 . (B.7)1231

The final form of the equations used in section 5 then becomes1232

X%′ = W · #d
#a
·
c

1
2 %′d ℎ !

2

!2
. (B.8)1233

In order to estimate the regional heat and salt anomalies due to the presence of SCVs, we apply (B.8)1234

using an average ocean density (d, 1027 kg m−3), the specific heat capacity of seawater (�? , 3850 J1235

kg−1°C−1), and the average detected SCV core temperature ()3
′, °C) and salinity ((3

′, g kg−1) anoma-1236

lies to write1237

X� ′ = W d �p
#d
#a

c
1
2) ′d ℎ !

2

!2
, (B.9)1238

X(′ = W d
#d
#a

c
1
2 (′d ℎ !

2

!2
. (B.10)1239

1240

To solve (B.8), (B.9) or (B.10), U (as in Appendix A) and V are both set to 1 for illustrative purposes.1241

This results in a lower bound estimate for the anomaly effect from SCVs (in the likely case where V >1242

U2). Thus, similar to (A.7), the heat and salt impacts from (B.9) and (B.10) are order-of-magnitude1243

estimates used to facilitate comparisons between regions.1244
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Appendix C Additional Figures1245

Quality Controlled Argo Profiles
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Figure C.1. (top) Number of quality controlled Argo floats per 2°x 2°longitude/latitude grid cell out of
a total of 1,992,246 quality controlled float casts. Pie charts show the percentage of all floats rejected (left)
and the percentage of floats rejected by each quality control flag (center). A basic description of each quality
control flag is shown in the bottom right of the Figure.
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Figure C.2. Roemmich-Gilson [Roemmich and Gilson, 2009] Argo Climatological average mid-pycnocline
density and pressure for December-January-February (DJF, panels ’A’ and ’E’ respectively), March-April-May
(MAM, ’B’ and ’F’), June-July-August (JJA, ’C’ and ’G’), and September-October-November (SON, ’D’ and
’H’).
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Figure C.3. (A) Histogram of the initial core dynamic height anomaly from all SCVs. (B) Adjusted core
dynamic height anomaly after fitting and removing the first baroclinic mode from the initial dynamic height
anomaly profile. (C) Difference after removal.
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Appendix D A global atlas of regional SCVs populations1257

To provide statistics on coherent populations of spicy-core and minty-core SCVs in greater de-1258

tail than in the main text, we grouped regional SCV detections within each major oceanic basin. This1259

was accomplished by visually identifying SCVs with similar core properties using Figures 4 through1260

6 while employing longitude/latitude boxes to gather population statistics (Figure D.1). Each region is1261

labeled according to its basin (North Pacific (NP), South Pacific (SP), North Atlantic (NA), South At-1262

lantic (SA), North Indian (NI), and South Indian (SI)) and it’s SCV type (i.e. NP-S1, NP-S2, etc., for1263

spicy-core SCVs and NP-M1, NP-M2, etc., for minty-core SCVs within the North Pacific). Figures D.21264

through D.22 provide histograms of core properties and example profiles from within each region.1265
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Figure D.1. Locations of identified spicy-core SCV populations (top) and minty-core populations (bottom).1266
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Figure D.2. Spicy-core SCV populations NP-S1 (top, showing Argo float 4900090-128) and NP-S2 (bot-
tom, showing Argo float 2900423-104) from the North Pacific.
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Figure D.3. Spicy-core SCV populations NP-S3 (top, showing Argo float 2900185-62) and NP-S4 (bottom,
showing Argo float 2900143-73) from the North Pacific.
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Figure D.4. Minty-core SCV population NP-M1 (showing Argo float 29010-75) from the North Pacific.1271
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Figure D.5. Spicy-core SCV populations SP-S1 (top, showing Argo float 3900240-45) and SP-S2 (bottom,
showing Argo float 5900676-77) from the South Pacific.
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Figure D.6. Spicy-core SCV populations SP-S3 (top, showing Argo float 5901091-15) and SP-S4 (bottom,
showing Argo float 3900508-62) from the South Pacific.
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Figure D.7. Minty-core SCV populations SP-M1 (top, showing Argo float 5901269-173) and SP-M2
(bottom, showing Argo float 1901415-65) from the South Pacific.
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Figure D.8. Minty-core SCV populations SP-M3 (top, showing Argo float 1900805-167) and SP-M4
(bottom, showing Argo float 1900978-349) from the South Pacific.
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Figure D.9. Spicy-core SCV populations NA-S1 (top, showing Argo float 4900852-174) and NA-S2
(bottom, showing Argo float 69027-150) from the North Atlantic.
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Figure D.10. Spicy-core SCV populations NA-S3 (top, showing Argo float 1900076-2) and NA-S4 (bot-
tom, showing Argo float 3901682-34) from the North Atlantic.
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Figure D.11. Minty-core SCV populations NA-M1 (top, showing Argo float 4901102-12) and NA-M2
(bottom, showing Argo float 4900800-61) from the North Atlantic.
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Figure D.12. Minty-core SCV populations NA-M3 (top, showing Argo float 49059-1) and NA-M4 (bottom,
showing Argo float 1900067-68) from the North Atlantic.
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Figure D.13. Minty-core SCV population NA-M5 (showing Argo float 1901540-51) from the North At-
lantic.
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Figure D.14. Spicy-core SCV populations SA-S1 (top, showing Argo float 1900204-130) and SA-S2
(bottom, showing Argo float 1900240-162) from the South Atlantic.
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Figure D.15. Spicy-core SCV population SA-S3 (top, showing Argo float 1900221-26) and minty-core
population SA-M1 (bottom, showing Argo float 1901268-238) from the South Atlantic.
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Figure D.16. Minty-core SCV population SA-M2 (showing Argo float 1900692-231) from the South
Atlantic.
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Figure D.17. Spicy-core SCV populations NI-S1 (top, showing Argo float 1901202-48) and NI-S2 (bottom,
showing Argo float 6902947-67) from the North Indian.
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Figure D.18. Spicy-core SCV population NI-S3 (top, showing Argo float 1901186-161) and minty-core
population NI-M1 (bottom, showing Argo float 1900372-122) from the North Indian.
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Figure D.19. Spicy-core SCV populations SI-S1 (top, showing Argo float 1900816-135) and SI-S2 (bot-
tom, showing Argo float 1900083-38) from the South Indian.
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Figure D.20. Spicy-core SCV populations SI-S3 (top, showing Argo float 1900859-134) and SI-S4 (bot-
tom, showing Argo float 1900269-46) from the South Indian.
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Figure D.21. Spicy-core SCV population SI-S5 (top, showing Argo float 5901205-82) and minty-core
population SI-M1 (bottom, showing Argo float 1901664-146) from the South Indian.
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Figure D.22. Minty-core SCV populations SI-M2 (top, showing Argo float 5901251-18) and SI-M3 (bot-
tom, showing Argo float 1900476-66) from the South Indian.
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